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- 3 THE RESTORATION OF THE AUGUSTAN AGE 

3.1 The Restoration of the monarchy: 

-Charles II; 

-The Great Plague and the Great Fire; 

-The portrait Samuel Pepys;  

3.2 From the Glorious Revolution to Queen Anne: 

-From James II to the joint monarchs ; 

-Queen Anne's reign ; 

3.3 The early Hanoverians:  

-George I ; 

-George II; 

Towards B2: 

-From coffee houses to the Internet ; 

-Women and the rise of the novel ; 

3.4 The Age of Reason: 

-A golden age ; 

-Civility and moderation; 

-The role of women; 

-A new view of the natural world; 

-Explorations; 

-CULTURALE INSIGHT: The Enlightenment;  

-NEW APPROACHES TO SCIENCE AND PHILOSOPHY: Isaac Newton, John Locke, Thomas Hobbes; 

3.5 Restoration poetry and prose: 

-Poetry; 

-Prose; 

3.6 Restoration drama: 

-Restoration theatres;  

-The comedy of manners; 

3.7 A survey of Augustan literature:  

-The reading public; 

-Prose; 

-Poetry;  

-Drama ; 

3.8 The rise of the novel: 

-The fathers of the English novel; 

-The writer's aim; 

-The message of the novel; 

-The characters; 

-The narrative technique; 

-The setting; 

-Types of novels; 

3.10 Daniel Defoe: 

-Life and works;  

-Defoe's novels; 

-ROBINSON CRUSOE: 

-Plot; 

-Robinson's island; 

-Characters;  

-Style ; 



-Key idea;  

-"A dreadful deliverance"; 

-"I was very seldome idle"; 

-"Man Friday"; 

3.11 Jonathan Swift: 

-Life and works;  

-A controversial writer;  

-GULLIVER'S TRAVELS: 

-Date and settings ; 

-Plot; 

-The character of Gulliver; 

-Sources ; 

-Levels of interpretation; 

-Style ; 

-Key idea; 

-"The inventory"; 

-"The projectors"; 

-"The smell of a Yahoo"; 

-A MODEST PROPOSAL; 

-4 THE ROMANTIC AGE  

4.1 Britain and America: 

-George III; 

-The Declaration of Independence; 

-William Pitt the Younger; 

-The new United Kingdom; 

-Adam Smith; 

4.2 The Industrial Revolution: 

-Economic change; 

-Technological innovation; 

-The workers’ life ; 

Towards B2 

-Why did the Industrial Revolution start in Britain?; 

4.3 The French Revolution riots and reforms:  

- The French Revolution and the Napoleonic  Wars; 

-Riots and reforms ; 

-George IV; 

-William IV; 

4.4 A new sensibility:  

-Towards subjective poetry;  

-A new concept of nature; 

-The sublime ; 

4.5 Early Romantic poetry: 

-Pastoral poetry;  

-Nature poetry; 

-Ossianic poetry; 

-Graveyard poetry; 

-William Blake; 

4.6 The Gothic novel : 

-New interest in fiction; 

-Features of the Gothic novel ; 

4.7 Romantic poetry : 



-The Romantic imagination; 

-The figure of the child; 

-The importance of the individual; 

-The cult of the exotic ; 

-The view of nature; 

-Poetic  technique ; 

-Two generation of poets ; 

-CULTURALE INSIGHT: Romanticism  

 4. THE ROMANTIC AGE 

4.8 Romantic fiction: 

-The development of the novel; 

-The novel of manners; 

-The historical novel; 

-American prose 

4.9 William Blake: 

-Life and works; 

-"Songs of Innocence" and "Songs of Experience"; 

-Imagination and the poet; 

-Blake's interest in social problems; 

-Style; 

-KEY IDEA: Complementary opposites; 

-"London" 

-"The Lamb"; 

-"The Tyger" 

4.10 Mary Shelley: 

-Life and works; 

-"FRANKENSTEIN, OR THE MODERN PROMETHEUS": 

-Plot; 

-Origins; 

-The influence of science; 

-Literary influences; 

-Narrative structure; 

-Themes; 

-KEY IDEA: The double; 

-"The creation of the monster" 

4.11William Wordsworth; 

-Life and works; 

-The Manifesto of English Romanticism; 

-The relationship between man and nature; 

-The importance of the senses and memory; 

-The poet's task and style; 

-KEY IDEA: Recollection in tranquillity; 

-"A certain colouring of imagination"; 

-"Composed upon Westminister Bridge"; 

-"Daffodils" 

4.12 Samuel Taylor Coleridge; 

-Life and works; 

-"THE RIME OF THE ANCIENT MARINER" 

-Plot and setting; 

-Atmosphere and characters; 

-The importance of nature; 



-The rime and traditional ballads; 

-Interpretations; 

-KEY IDEA: Imagination and fancy; 

-"The killing of the Albatross"; 

-"A sadder and wiser man" 

4.13 George Gordon Byron; 

-Byron's individualism; 

-Byron's style 

4.15 John Keats; 

-Life and works; 

-Keats' reputation; 

-Keats' poetry; 

-Keats's theory of imagination; 

-KEY IDEA: Beauty; 

-"La Belle Dame sans Merci"; 

-"Ode on a Grecian Urn" 

4.16 Jane Austen: 

-Life and works; 

-Austen and the novel of manners; 

-Austen's analysis of character; 

-KEY IDEA: The theme of marriage; 

-"PRIDE AND PREJUDICE": 

-Plot and setting; 

-Characters; 

-Themes; 

-Style; 

-"Mr and Mrs Bennet"; 

-"Darcy proposes to Elizabeth" 

4.17 Edgar Allan Poe; 

-Life and works; 

-Poe's creative spirit; 

-Poe's tales; 

-Setting and characters; 

-Themes; 

-Style; 

-KEY IDEA: The single effect; 

-"The Tell-Tale Heart"; 

-"The Black Cat" 

      


